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The Happiest Marriage

What are the characteristics of a bride? First, she loves and is loved. It has been said that all brides are beautiful. It is love which creates the beauty. Within the heart of every true bride is the beauty of the knowledge that she has been chosen and has, in turn, chosen. There is a sureness, a certainty, of love which manifests itself as beauty.

Next, there is submission stemming from trust in the love which flows between her and her beloved. She submits to his love, to his strength and personality because she knows his love will in no wise wound her. She submits to the embraces of her beloved, secure in his ability to fulfill her every need. She accepts gratefully and graciously the gifts he showers upon her, not protesting her unworthiness, but knowing it gives him pleasure to see her happiness.

And she serves. She tries in a thousand ways each day to please him, to anticipate his needs and desires, to create for him a place of peace and joy and fulfillment. She is alert to his moods and schools herself in his habits. And there comes a time when she thinks and feels with him; when she knows without asking what his wishes are, what will please him and what will not. She becomes wise in and to his nature, and adjusts her will to his. They become one.

Brides of the Living God become wise in the love of your Beloved! Submit, accept, and serve your Lord, and be blessed with the happiest of marriages! Your security lies only in the love with which you are constantly surrounded. Yet, you rest in his arms without response, passive as a sponge. If you have not yet tasted the joys of your honeymoon, is it because you have not yet left your "father's" house? Does the Bible not say that you must leave the house of your parents and cleave to your mate?

(Read Song of Solomon) You are the beautiful and beloved bride of God who must seek to establish His home on earth. Do so with love and joy, with gratitude and service, with submission and devotion. Be not afraid to give up all that you have to abide in your Bridegroom's house. What you have had has not been truly yours; but what you will have can never be taken from you. What bride would not give up all her father's house affords to be forever with the one she truly loves? And would her Husband not love her more for her expression of love and faith? Your Bridegroom awaits only your response.

***

On Differences

What are you doing in the Name of Heaven? Our great, wise, and wonderful Father, who created us all in His image, has expressly advised you that there are twelve gates leading to His Kingdom. And yet we see you all clamoring to get through one!

Is it not apparent to you that differences between the Children are not necessarily wrong? There are many races within the human race. All dogs are not collies. All fish do not have shells. There are many flowers in our Father's garden, and some of the loveliest have thorns.

Truly it may be said you are all individuals. You who pray in the morning, can you not allow room in your heart for those who pray at night? Are you back to eating fish on Friday and censoring those who do otherwise? Stop trying to make God's world and His Children conform to your own particular views.

Beautiful plants grow in the shade as well, as the sun, and polar bears die at the equator. All areas are used to the glory of our Heavenly Father; all of God's creations have their place and their way. What is good for one may be stifling for another.

When will you stop quibbling over methods? What gives you the right to assume that God's perfect mold is manifest in you, and that all others must conform to your standards? What hypocrisy! Smooth off the jagged edges of your own personality before you dare to criticize another's!

If you need a criterion, let it be this: Is there love for God? Never mind how much; never mind how it manifests; never mind the methods used to gain it or to prove it. That should not be your concern. Are you not united in your love regardless of its measure--its height, or depth, or method of expression? Would you limit God's pleasure by restricting the love given to Him to the type and quality which you have to offer? Prideful fools! God made variety in all things because it pleased Him to do so. By what right do you seek to make it otherwise? You should rejoice that others can love God in their own way. Were you required to fulfill more than your own aspect, you would fail miserably. If it were intended that we should all be alike, we
would all be alike!

Whatever became of honesty? Why must you grumble within yourselves when someone displeases you? You erect barriers of discontent where none need exist. If someone's actions, or attitudes, or mannerisms are offensive to you, there is nothing to prevent your saying so, except perhaps your own cowardice. Surely having reached this stage of maturity, it is time to learn to give and take criticism. None of you is beyond improvement. To criticise inwardly is of little value to the one being criticised. On the contrary, it works to destroy rather than to build. We do not learn to live together by hiding from one another. We do not learn respect by judging without knowledge. There are those among you who give an impression of great wisdom. There are also those who resent this impression. These qualities may also be found in the same spirit. Is this not pride? Your wisdom is far from complete. Your resentment is uncalled for. As I have said before, there are none from whom you cannot learn. Why make your education more difficult by resenting your teachers?

If you see an attitude that repels you, take care that it does not become part of your own nature and go on your way in peace. Reject, if you wish, what does not suit you for yourself, but forego your tendency to judge another's righteousness by your own. The requirement is to live with one another in love, not to become stamped copies. Rejoice in your differences! Each piece of the jigsaw puzzle is necessary to the whole!

Live With God and By Your Conscience

We are back again to spiritual perception. How do you achieve this? You know, but you don't apply what you know. You must live in accordance with your conscience. By doing so, your spirit body and mind will develop to perfection, and with this will come the development of your spiritual senses. There are two things you are doing which stunt your growth.

First, you do not maintain a rich spiritual atmosphere. Even you who spend some time in prayer every day (and not all of you do that!) fail to carry this atmosphere with you. You must learn to realize that you are constantly in the presence of God regardless of where you are or what you are doing. Think and act accordingly. Your prayers should be unceasing, for prayer is communication with God and this never stops.

Secondly, you do not maintain your physical vitality. While it is true that restitution must be paid, it is also true that vitality is necessary to spiritual growth. All physical bodies are not the same. Some require more food than others. Some are refreshed after little sleep, while others may need twice as much. When I told you not to conform to patterns set by the satanic world, I did not mean you were to ignore the demands of your own body. By all means fast and go without sleep to accomplish the work of the Kingdom, You will reap benefits from such denial. But renew your strength between these periods to accomplish spiritual growth. Use common sense on these matters. Avoid unnecessary extremes. Self-flagellation is no more to be desired than self-pampering. Your conscience will tell you when you are overdoing one or the other.

I have no intention of devaluing the importance of conscious suffering. Most of you have proved its worth already in your own lives. You know the Law involved and you've seen its operation. You also know that you can get along on far less food and sleep than you previously thought wise or possible. The point is that only you can determine what your own body needs. You cannot judge yourself by any other standards.

Unwise consumption will also deplete your energy and stunt your spiritual growth. If you take into your body something of little or no food value, you are merely taking the space which should be occupied by purity. You will suffer physically and spiritually as a consequence. Let him who has ears hear.

Here, then, are two rules: Dwell with your loving Father as your constant companion, and always live in accordance with your conscience through which His wisdom is perceived:

You Are Spirit

Most of you have habits or characteristics which you are trying to change in your growth to perfection. This is as it should be. These, generally speaking, are areas where the love of God has not been allowed to operate fully. They are traits which have been dictated by the satanic world, and it is well that you desire to change them. Take care, however, that you do not give them added power by your very opposition. If you rivet your attention on a negative, you don't allow the positive a chance to operate.

You are to have dominion over all of creation, including your own physical nature. This means that, as God's representative in the physical world, you must view that world with the same love which God Himself feels for His creation. You are spirit first and foremost. You have a physical body in your care for a short space of time. It is your duty to discipline it, to tend to it's needs, and to respect it as all things in our Father's world are to be respected.
You are spirit. You have a body. Understand the distinction. The body is not to dictate to you any more than a horse dictates to its elder. To tame an unruly and rebellious horse requires a firm hand and an understanding heart.

Understand yourself as spirit. Many of your problems will melt away in the warmth of God's love if you simply recognize the truth of your own nature.

(The above messages were received through Mary Fleming from February 15, to March 7th)

Testimony

When I was sixteen, I went to Denmark as an exchange student for eight months. I had had through my childhood a great desire to be what I called a "humanitarian", and I felt that this was my first opportunity. As a result of my evaluation of what an exchange student's responsibility should be, I absorbed European ways while remaining as much an American as I in truth was. When I returned home and attempted to reconcile the two nearly opposite ways of thinking, I found that there had been a battle raging within me between the two sets of ideals, and in the end, I saw that all the soldiers on both sides had been killed. I was left believing in nothing, having nothing to support me, having, I felt, not even myself, because I no longer knew what I was.

I went to college only because that seemed to be the next thing to do. During my first year there I had an experience of the meaninglessness, the nothingness, of the world and all its moral and religious and intellectual structures, I knew only myself to be real, and I felt that I could depend upon nothing but myself. The following year was one of extreme depression, of equally extreme "highness", during which I felt very near to God. Then everything collapsed: Finances forced me to leave college, I became very ill, and I lost again the feeling of closeness to God. I went home feeling that I had experienced a "fall from grace." I had lost everything except hope, and life was unbearable. I couldn't get along with my family, and I couldn't get a job so that I could leave home and eventually return to college. I returned to Stanford for one weekend in 1961. One night as I was sitting in the room in which I was staying, trying to write in "my book", I suddenly felt that I had been removed into another dimension, where I could see the world at some time in the future. That world was all dark and desolate and filled with a great sorrow and despair. I could see a few points of light scattered over the world, but from San Francisco shone a great light over the whole continent. Along with the vision came a knowledge that this would occur in a short time—probably within five years—that I would be here at the time, and that it was here I would begin my work.

I went home, and nothing had changed in my daily life. But immediately after that I found a job scrubbing floors and peeling potatoes and serving food in a logging camp and earned just enough money to leave home. At the same time, a friend of mine wrote me from Berkeley saying she needed a roommate, and I found a job in San Francisco. Everything had suddenly opened up, and I came back to the Bay Area. But I still felt far away from my God. So I read everything I could find, hoping to find Him there. I tried living life in all the ways people recommended to me; I tried everything at least once and was still very unhappy. In the meantime, my great project was getting back to school. Finally I entered Cal this last fall. Everything went along as I had determined to have it until the assassination of President Kennedy, which affected me deeply.

At one point, I realized that all of the structures of human civilization had been built upon a very thin crust, and under that crust lay a seething mass of something very uncivilized which sometimes erupted into the world. No one had ever driven piles down to the very bottom of this mass to support the human structures, no one had ever made a solid foundation, and no one seemed to realize it. I determined once again that, although I did not know how it could be done, I had to work to build a real foundation even if it took my whole life just to place one brick on the bottom. I lost all interest in school and finally withdrew a few weeks before finals; I forgot all my plans for my life and resolved to let myself be led wherever I must go. At this time, I had kept the vision of 1961 in the back of my mind and was looking for an explanation of it.

In December I saw an advertisement which Edwin Ang and Elke Klawiter had placed in the student newspaper saying that "Christ was on earth." Part of my mind said, "This is it!"—And part of my mind told me that these people must be a "bunch of nuts." But I investigated. Despite the changes which I experienced in myself and several experiences which I had (mainly short periods of clairvoyance), and despite the impression which the members of the Principles made upon me, I found it difficult to tame my "rational mind." But I have finally formally accepted the Principles and am now trying to bring that acceptance into a deeper reality.
News from Oklahoma

Philip Burley

Dear Miss Kim and Family: This must be the calm before the storm. Everything is quiet here. Last weekend I visited Gordon and refreshed my mind being with him. In just one month he had done so much I was fatigued just listening. Peter Mancuso had just arrived so it was an occasion for joy. Pete has a job as a bus-boy/dish-washer. Such a change from a "total" atheist to a great lover of God could only be accomplished by our Father. I took a boy with me to whom Gordon lectured while lying in bed with the flu. What other minister has ever given so much for God while sick? It always amazes me at the added strength we are given. Joe is still studying and witnessing. This last week his mother and brother came to visit him. I am leaving tonight for Dallas for three days. The same boy who was with me last time will hear the conclusion. Thus far he has agreed 100% with everything. He's a former Catholic seminary student who left less than a year ago because he was not growing spiritually. Our constant prayers and love are with you. Love.

News from Denver

Galen Pumphrey

Dear Family: There seems to be a law. It has been said in Korea that we must take the lowest position to carry the highest message. Today I started at the bottom and I feel a sort of satisfaction. I am working at a car-wash place. They turn out a car every 30 seconds. I don't know when I worked so hard. I am going to start running ads on the D.P. I think it will work here. The people in the churches look more like real people. The whole atmosphere is different. An interesting thing in the local paper: The Bank of England raised its interest rates to 5%. We pay 3 1/2%. We're going to have to raise ours, or all ail foreign countries will put their money in England. Something about a rush on gold and a tight money policy. Maybe this was what was announced in December. This could easily cancel the tax reduction. Patty is working nine hours a day including Sat. welding deaies on children's dental braces. I felt like a failure when I couldn't get the stupidest of jobs. Now I feel like a successful car washer.

News from Germany

Joe Innswe

Dear Family: I was finally able to obtain a weekend pass and visit Peter and Ursula. To be suddenly put into a fresh, clean spiritual atmosphere is quite refreshing. Give and take is really important. I recently met a man who is studying for the ministry. His reaction to the Principle was rather poor, but he led me to two groups of Christians who meet to study one night a week. One girl told of a dream in which she saw two Lords, and she could put tell which was the real Lord. A young man told me that he felt a religious revolution would take place in Germany that would sweep all over Europe. He also said he received spiritually that one must keep a seeking heart at this time. It is more difficult to meet people here in Germany, than in the U.S. Almost all of the people in the churches are old, usually women, and thoroughly brainwashed in their particular denominations. I have had little success with meeting Germans in the nearby Enlisted Men's Club. The difficulties are the atmosphere and the communication problem. Since my German vocabulary is limited, I speak only of simple things with simple words and sentences. If I can begin in a simple way to tell of the Principles, and then lead them to Peter and Ursula, the advantages would soon outweigh the disadvantages.

Right after I arrived here, I asked for the job of Battery Clerk. There are only two people in the entire Battery who are exempt from duty: the Battery Clerk is one of them. This would mean I would have more free time and would be able to plan ahead. I was told it was impossible for me to have the job because I was in the critical position of Rocket Assembly Speciality. About two months ago, the original Battery Clerk went home to the U.S. He was replaced by a man who became involved in a military crime within a month and went to jail. Another man was appointed who also got into trouble and may be discharged. About three weeks ago, I was asked if I was still interested in the job. I have every good chance of getting it permanently.

The Father never stops working, even though we may have lapses in our enthusiasm. Woe to those who stand stubbornly in the way of His Will. The Father is indeed strict and demands absolute obedience, but I know now that it is done for our own benefit and for the ultimate, absolute good. It is not done for vengeance or out of anger, but out of love. Surely by putting all our energy into our work for the Father, and by sacrificing all things for Him, we can begin to give back a little love. I pray for ye all, my brothers and sisters, that you will reach this goal soon. In the name of him who has given completely, our Lord. Joe.
Dear Family:

When at sunset the ship left the port of New York, I was standing on deck and my heart was almost bursting for joy and sorrow. Full of joy I felt like shouting, "Thank you, thank you, dear Heavenly Father, my True Parents, my Mother in San Francisco. You have led me onto the right path. Through you I know now my purpose and goal in life!! And then there were tears of sorrow. I had left my family in America, the warm, protected home in which I had been raised. Now I was standing alone, realizing that the time had come to use all I had received to fight the bitter war against the satanic kingdom. Thanks to you all who brought me to the bus station so early in the morning. The bus trip to New York went very well. I had a strong feeling of heavenly protection and guidance, and could hardly sleep for excitement. For one week I stayed in N.Y., Satan's headquarters. I was shocked at the people's behaviour and the expression on their faces. My relatives and friends agreed that evil forces are working harder than ever, and that only something beyond our comprehension can save us from complete destruction. I was surprised to learn how eagerly my relatives (who had rejected Pete, now listened to the D.P.) again and again. Reincarnation is still their stumbling block. The voyage across the Atlantic was calm, but several times when I started to speak about the D.P., I got seasick. Even reading them was too much. At the present time, I am teaching my mother the D.P. and trying to win back the confidence of old friends. It is time for Germany to wake up. We have to work hard! The news about Miss Kim's trip to Korea made me very happy. Our beloved Mother has really given all her strength and energy to us. May each of us now do the same for others. I pray for all my brothers and sisters who are working with our Leader for the establishment of the New World. Love and prayers,

Barbara Koch

Dear Family:

In your letters I read that Satan has given you a hard time during the last weeks, but too, have gone through the most severe Satanic attacks I ever experienced. Let us rejoice, for the more Satan hates us, the more God will love us. We needed very badly a headquarters so we could live together and gain strength from each other. And we needed a place to which we could invite people to meet them on a personal level and start regular meetings. We looked at two places which were good, but Satan took them. Then Ursula found a little house which was exactly what we needed. She was told we could not have it. The next day, Joe arrived for the weekend, so we three people marched around the house and officially claimed it for God. The following day, Ursula got a telegram saying we could move in at once. Joe had asked me what had convinced me that the Principles were true. I told him that I had been especially impressed by the fact that they are not just theoretical, but that people could check them by their practical application. Here was another case.

Barbara paid us a surprise visit a few days ago. We were happy after not having seen each other for so many months to sit and talk for hours, and to hear all the news from America. Sometimes, especially when people say bad things about the Father and His message, we feel the pain of having our heart cut to pieces. Sometimes we feel as if God has withdrawn His hand from us and has given us the reward which we deserve. And we cannot blame Him for this, because we know only too well that He is right and that He should be fed up with us. On one hand we are rejected by the people, and on the other hand, sometimes we don't feel worthy to lift up our face to the Father. Sooner or later, everyone in the Family will realize how rough and how narrow the path is he has chosen. It is not an easy way. But it is the only way. We should be thankful to belong to the few who have been led on this narrow path.

With love and prayers. (Their new address: 6 Frankfurt, Bleichstrasse 56, Germany).

Peter Koch

Dear Family:

After reading the latest Newsletter, my heart was once again filled with love because of the tremendous amount of unity of purpose and sincere thankfulness as expressed by our different members all over the world. No family blood ties could possibly be as strong as the relationship of brothers and sisters dedicated to accomplish the will of God. Small candles of Truth burn brightly in many areas of this earth which will soon turn to roaring bonfires.

1964 is a year of expansion to new cities, new areas, that the truth of God's Kingdom may reach many new people who seek to know the real purpose of life. I pray for the day when all of mankind will know and love our Creator, that He will be able to last receive the warm rich love of all the earthly creation.

We have a strong feeling that the Divine Principles are about ready to make a breather through here in Sacramento. Our family here in this city (Pauline, Paul & Christel, and my-

John Pinkerton

News from Sacramento
Dear Family:

When not frantically getting the Newsletter on the road, we at the San Francisco Center witness to as many people as possible. Besides attending promising religious gatherings on the weekends, we talk to anyone and everyone that we can corner: the grocer, the beauty operator, a seatmate on the bus, the librarian, the butcher, the baker, and even the candle-stick maker, if we find one.

The evening of Sunday, March 2nd, Sandi, Ken and I decided to attend the Golden Gate Spiritualist Church of Mrs. Becker's. Before leaving the house, I prepared a billet and to weigh the chances of its being selected for a reading, enclosed some money with my question: "What do the spirit forces have to say about the Lord of the Second Advent being on earth now?"

For a full appreciation of what happened it will be necessary to give you a bit of background. My family and I have been members of Mrs. B's church for more than fifteen years; my step-dad was on the platform with her every Sunday for years; we were included in everything that went on, whether it was held at the church or at Mrs. B's home. Mrs. Becker knew me, my background and my problems as well! My billet was only about the tenth one selected for a reading. I had used "Aquarian" as the outside identification.

"Is that your birth sign?"
"Yes," I could have added it is also yours, and more important that of our Leader.
"You are very religious."
"Yes."
"Orthodox religion."
"No!"
"You belong to the Seventh Day Adventists?" Mrs. Becker was showing signs of being uncomfortable and under great strain by this time.
"No!"
"But you are looking for the Second Coming of Christ?" She was visibly upset by now and appeared to be getting angry.
"Yes!"

(Before reading further, please reread the question I asked.)

"They say he is already on earth, so what are you waiting for!" With that she impatiently commanded Clyde Dibble to remove the blindfold. She was too upset, to continue reading other billets.

**

Mon. & Fri. evenings at this center are reserved for instruction and on Tuesdays there is a gathering of all the children close enough to attend. The meeting on March 3rd was guided by Jim Fleming: There were twelve (an interesting number) present for our first get-together without Miss Kim. The provocative wording of advertisements and introduction cards was to be a major project undertaken by all.

There were many inspired sentences read at the March 10th gathering under the direction of Edwin Ang. It was decided to make our "Bon Voyage" visit to Sacramento on Sat., Mar. 21st, a dedicated revue of The Divine Principles as a special blessing for Elke Kliewer, Paul & Christel Werner who are leaving on April 1st for Germany.

But practically everything was eclipsed by the tape that was sent from Korea by Anthony Brooke and Miss Kim. Anthony expects to be here on Friday, April 10th. There will be a gathering here that evening and we plan to meet him at the plane. His is a most vital work in bringing the Kingdom of God to this earth through our Leader. The other morning, on awakening, I was privileged to "see" Anthony so clearly. His face reflected the peace, joy and satisfaction of a job well done: of a happy fact accomplished. He was carefully placing a crown of solidified light - formed of a mammoth diamond - on the head of someone most important. God bless you, Anthony.
The following is an excerpt from a San Francisco Examiner Editorial of Sunday, March 8, 1934.

A NEW COMMUNIST WAR AGAINST GOD

'The Communist Party of the Soviet Union - that is, the aristocracy - has declared war against God, and has disclosed a grand strategy for defeating Him on all fronts,'

An Institute of Scientific Atheism is to be established. Indoctrination in atheism will begin in the kindergarten and extend into the universities. In the latter, atheism will be offered as a formal course next year. Writers have been instructed to turn out anti-God books, movies, and plays. Artists have been ordered to turn out Anti-God paintings.

The question is, why does the Soviet leadership find it necessary to declare war against God at this time? If they need refreshers courses in atheism, it follows that God must be making inroads into their ranks."

With love, Pearl.

---

Dear Family: Carl Rapkins

Thank you so very much for the stimulating letters which mean a great deal to me. I appreciate the newsletters you send also. I would like to share with you one of the few poems that have made an impression upon me. It is by Angela Morgan and called "God Prays":

(1) Last night I tossed and could not sleep. When sudden heavens weep and weep as they have wept for many a day; one lies awake to fear and pray, one thinks of bodies blown like hail across the skies where angels quail; one's sickened pulses leap and hark to hear the horror in the dark.

(2) "What is Thy Will for the people God? Thy Will for the people, tell it to me! For war is swallowing up the sod and still no help from Thee. Thou, who art mighty, hast forgot and art Thou God, or art Thou not? When will Thou come and save the earth where death has conquered birth?"

I really appreciate your concern over my solitary situation, but I have lived this way for most of the last six years and am used to it. Also, I have a grandmother here in Fresno, so I'm not entirely alone. If I were lonely, I would welcome it as restitutions to God, something to bring me closer to our Heavenly Father and our Leader who have suffered true loneliness. God be with you - your brother Carl.

More News from Oklahoma Family

Father, I give not my thanks to You as though you were off in some distant place. Rather, Father, I with my eternal brothers and sisters speak to you intimately and deeply in gratitude and unexplainable joy and thanks for speaking with us as you did on the Birthday of our True Parents. Each of us read your Words of Love with quickened heartbeats and heavenly warmth filled us beyond words. How we long to listen eternally to your Voice which brings us True Life.

Father, thank you for your constant love in so many ways. Father, thank you for True Parents - the greatest gift to your Children! And Father, to your words come from a full and grateful heart. "" May your Kingdom come quickly!

Dear Family: May the love of the Father and His Son be with you! We received this month's newsletter with joyful hearts as we read our Father's message to us and His Son's and Daughter's words. It was very good to hear from the Washington, D.C. family also!

If your feelings are at all similar to ours here in the Oklahoma-Texas area, you probably feel things are moving fast for the Kingdom - but never "too" fast.

We are now three here in Oklahoma. About one month ago a new boy Peter John Politzki, accepted our Father's Truth. Briefly, Peter is German born and has lived in America for 7 years, Me is 21 years old and a former Catholic. Me left the seminary after two and a half years because he wasn't growing spirit-daily. The Father has prepared
him in many ways for this greatest of days and he is anxious to help build the Kingdom.

Last week, we bought an antiquated Ford and shortly thereafter found a house for a Center. In two short days we were moved in and settled. The Father has helped us so much. Immediately Satan began taking all he could - our work in the military immediately increased, we had colds, and the "antiquated" Ford acted as though it was taking its last breath. But we love her and understand our Japanese brothers and sisters' dilemma with their "wonderful automobile". First the starter went out, but when we took it to the garage, it was okay. Next, suddenly the lights went out and stayed out. The night they went out, we crept home by back streets, none-the-less unafraid, and continued an our way singing "This is My Father's World" and "Arriva." Gordon Ross and Peter Mancuso visited us this past weekend and we celebrated the birthday of our True Parents. We had a feast and sang songs, prayed and studied. The five of us were lifted and so grateful to be together. We spent time reading the Newsletter aloud and truly enjoying our family's letters.

Yes, the harvest is plentiful and the laborers are few. There's much harvesting to do. Goodbye for now while I go sharpen my Sword of Truth to prepare for the Spring season's harvest for our Father's Kingdom.

To our True Father and Mother in Korea and family everywhere; Korea, Japan, Germany, Africa, and America, we send our Love and Prayers from the Oklahoma Center. Unto That Great Day, Philip, Joseph, and Peter.

News from Korea

Anthony reports by tape that he arrived in Seoul on March 2nd and that "anything I might say about the love with which I feel surrounded and infused would be an understatement." He has plans to see the President of Korea before he leaves, and has already spent some time with the British Ambassador who "showed some personal interest in the message." Anthony and Ernie Stewart went, at the invitation of the Anglican Bishop, to a Lenten service an Christian unity. According to Anthony, the subject treated more of Christian disunity. Ernie put a significant question asking if orthodox Christians really were open to the spirit of truth. "This caused a certain amount of flutter from the doves." It also had the effect of enabling Ernie to volunteer to be a speaker at the following week's meeting. He and Anthony will go together to contact the wide range of English-speaking Christian people there.

The following was a statement issued by Anthony to newspaper and radio reporters in Korea who expressed interest in his being there. The Master assented to every sentence, although the expression is Anthony's:

"I have come to Korea for the specific purpose of visiting Mr. Sun M. Moon and to investigate the work of the Unification Church which is reading out to many countries and continents throughout the world. I already have reason to believe that this is not simply another religious organization, but rather a tremendous spiritual force of significance for all mankind. I would prefer to reserve further comment on this until the end of my visit, which will probably be for three weeks or a month.

"Also bring with me important information from the West based upon a spiritual revelation which occurred in England in April 1961, the repercussions of which are not only being experienced there but also in other countries. I will gladly give full details about this on another occasion. It relates to the coming breakthrough in the history of man. More than that, it has cosmic significance heralding the new dimensions of living we are all to experience, and the manifestations of the seal world before Christmas 1967-the sign of its validity being that it will be beyond question and beyond doubt."

"So, in a sense, I'm acting as a link between the West and the East in coming to Korea, but my work - my mission, if you like - is worldwide. In the past four years I have been travelling continually, meeting and speaking with Prime Ministers including Pandit Nehru in India and Chou En-lai in China, with religious and social leaders, and with many international groups in all parts of the world. I have learned Esperanto as a means to communicate in a neutral, non-national international language. My work, put very briefly, is to serve as a travelling interpreter of what is happening in this moment of tremendous transformation for all humanity."

"We have already entered the New Age, the Cosmic Age. We are in a time, not only of great unification throughout the world, but also of universal religious and scientific revelation. We know that the atom is the structure of the universe, and now, through nuclear evolution, through new discoveries in the nucleus of the atom itself, the nature of reality
itself is to be laid bare. Already vibratory cosmic energies released upon our earth are affecting individuals, often in dramatic ways. I have experienced these myself, and watched their operation in other people. These energies are soon to be measured by scientific instruments. They are undoubtedly very real. All I can say at the moment is that they seem to impart love, power, and knowledge to those who experience them, and there is an invisible linking process taking place among the peoples of the world through the operation of these energies.

"Einstein long ago told us we are living in a four-dimensional and not a three-dimensional world, and from now on this is to be our common experience instead of merely an intellectual concept. We are being prepared for great changes in consciousness and in the external structure of the whole of our human society and relationships. An unseen but total revolution is taking place, one aspect of this being a moment-to-moment change in the atomic structure of our physical bodies. The changes to come will be unparalleled in human history, and will be heralded by a cleansing wave of transformation, taking many forms, which will begin to sweep throughout the world even in the next few months. You will see. Many people will have their own experience of what I am saying, and some confusion must be expected as these unprecedented happenings begin to take place both in man's consciousness and in his outer life."

"This is indeed the time of the pouring out of the spirit upon all flesh. Already in the experience of many people, noticeably in Korea, the veil has been lifted between what we call the physical world and the world of spirit. All worlds are one world, and it is this unity of life we are all henceforth to experience. A process is taking place whereby the evil thought-forms which have taken on such a seemingly powerful reality are being quite rapidly dispersed. Even as man has created a monster of a nuclear weapon which, through his fears, now threatens to destroy him, so also has much evil been created by his fearful, greedy, and lustful thoughts. But the universal craving for unity and peace will be realized as we find ourselves playing our part in bringing it about."

"I have said that science, through nuclear discoveries, is breaking through to the core of truth itself. In religious terminology it might be said that we are on the threshold of direct and uninterrupted communication with the Living God, an experience to be enjoyed not by the privileged few but by the many. Life in the New Age will be comparable to an awakening from the nightmare of our past history into a totally new world order, as we see the unfulfilled mission of Jesus completed and the full restoration of the power of love, truth and goodness leading to one true civilization of man and enduring peace on earth."

"As regards the role of Mr. Sun M. Moon in all this, the only way to understand it is through personal investigation and experience. I will, however, venture to predict that his name will be known all over the world."

From some of his friends in England, Anthony received this copy of a message received through a medium in St. Anne about the way in which the fourth dimension is to come about in our experience. It may be of interest to those of you with scientific minds:

"My presence you have felt, I am one of the Solar Brothers well known to you. I have been drawing near during the last months. You will receive much through my influence - much of ancient glory. much of solar knowledge. My contact with you will be sharp and clear. You are much interested in sound, which is vibration, which is energy, which is every creative, always circular, though can be used in all forms. The positive aspect is always round in circular waves. The negative cuts through the waves of circular motion to give different frequencies. Eternal sound is unchanging, continuous, and held at the rate of perfect vibration, but within it there is continual change. The scientists are breaking through the circular waves. The actual falling back of sound is caught again into the circular waves which gives a new vibration to the circle, disturbing the equilibrium. It will eventually fall on matter and disintegrate matter. This will rejoin the higher rate of movement through intense heat and pressure and reveal the fourth dimension, which will become as ordinary to you as the present third."

Anthony's present plans are to leave Korea on March 24th for a brief speaking tour in Japan, covering Osaka, Kyoto, Hiroshima and Tokyo; then to San Francisco via Honolulu, arriving on April 10th. He will go from here to L.A. on the 12th or 13th, and plans to speak in several major cities across the U.S., before returning to England by May. He will pave the way for Miss Kim to speak in the places where he has contacts.

He hands his taped message: "I'm thinking of each one of you I met in L.A. and S.F. and you're all, of course, very very much in my thoughts. I'm just longing to be with you all again. Meanwhile, my love to you all."
Miss Kim reports by tape:

"I have been thinking of you every day. I have been so busy from morning until evening, studying and talking to people. Our Leader is always happy to hear about each one of you and the movement in America.

Since I arrived, Mr. You, the District Leaders, and I have been studying the Principles all over again with our Leader. There are a few changes which I will explain when I return to America.

Mr. Brooke arrived as he had planned, and our Leader is most happy to have him here. All of the members are greatly inspired by his presence. A lady received a revelation about Mr. Brooke: A man who arrived in Korea from Australia about seven years ago was Gain; Mr. Brooke, the second person from the British Empire, is Abel. God said Mr. Brooke is a very unusual person and there is much significance in his coming, particularly at this time: God said Anthony would do a great work for Him, and many great people will follow after him. He is responsible for establishing the Palace of Eden in America, England, and Korea. All Heaven is pleased with him for his coming.

On March 5th, Mr. Brooke and I went to a reformatory, a correctional institute, and we spoke to 800 people. Mr. Brooke spoke to them and I interpreted. It was quite inspiring to speak to so many. The lecturer who has been speaking in prisons for the past four months has found 120 converts to our church.

There are eight districts in South Korea. The Directors of each district want Mr. Brooke and I to travel around and speak to their members. To do that will take eight or nine days. I suggested going to just one or two districts, but every leader is eager to have us. I don't know if we will have time to go to them all.

(Miss Kim's address: Miss Young Oon Kim
71-3 1-Ka Chunpadong
Yongsanku, Seoul, Korea)

As our family grows and activity expands, the volume of letters and news increases accordingly. Beginning with this issue, NEW AGE FRONTIERS will be published twice monthly on the 1st and 15th. Brothers and sisters far and near alike have expressed the great anticipation with which they look forward to the newsletter and we hope two issues each month serve to lift spirits even higher. Of course, this undertaking does have its negative aspect. First, the San Francisco Center personnel will be taxed more heavily in time and effort and, . , resources. Paper, printing, and postage are not free although the time and effort is willingly offered without thought of any payment, but the joy received in serving the family. So, with the foregoing in mind, you will hereafter see the following brief statement appear in New Age Frontiers:

NEW AGE FRONTIERS is published semi-monthly by the Unification Church
1309 Masonic Ave., San Francisco, California. Price: $1.00. The copy, 12 issues for $2.50, In lots of 5, the price is $1.00, 10 for $2.80, etc.

We hope all members will understand and appreciate the necessity of taking this step, in view of the increasing volume of newsletter s that must be printed each issue. (The San Francisco Center Family have threatened to get a rubber stamp for their news section each issue which reads as follows: "News from San Francisco: We have been busy getting out the Newsletter.")

Recent legal counsel advises that we are unable to obtain a copyright of the name "The Unification Church." We are entitled to use the name so long as we are not challenged by any group claiming it by right of prior usage. We know of no such prior usage. Thus it behooves each of us in different cities to establish the wide use of this name. One of the best ways to begin is by taking a listing in the telephone directory which establishes a dated public record of such usage. Those who have not taken a listing in the telephone book should consider a listing as soon as possible along the following line: Unification Church (The Divine Principle Center), address, phone number.

Jim Fleming, Burlingame
To my most Loving Father, Mother, & Family!

How my heart beats with joy and gratitude, Father, for enabling us to draw close to our Heavenly Father!

This past weekend Pete Mancuso and I spent in Lawton, Okla. visiting our brothers Philip Burley, Joe Zupancic, and Pete Politzsky for a training session. On Sat. the News-letter arrived, in which were o be found the communications from Heaven, you our beloved Mother, and Jesus on the occasion of your birthday. As we read the words of Our Heavenly Father, we were all filled with His Spirit, and tears of joy filled our eyes. Never before had we received a message from Our Beloved Heavenly Father, and this were awe-struck and overcome with waves of love! We could not speak for awhile, for we were so happy and amazed that God should speak to us! We know that as we grow to Perfection, we come closer to Him. and that when we are perfect, we shall have a direct give and take of love, but never did we dream that He would give us such a wonderful surprise before we reached Perfection! How close He has been this past week as a result of the communication. I have felt just like a new bride upon whom He is showering His love and careness! I actually feel Him gently stroking my cheek, and am filled with waves of love. tears come to my eyes - even as they are now - and my heart swells to bursting. Oh, Father, never knew! I never knew what love truly was until I came to know God through the Divine Principle which you struggled so hard and long for. How blessed are those who share your struggle with you, for it is they who know the Father's heart. Brothers and sisters in America, let us go forth with renewed spirits and turn the hearts of the people from their love for Satan to love for God! With renewed love, I greet all of you throughout the world, eagerly waiting for that day when we can gather at Our Father's house and sing songs of love. My thoughts and prayers are with you every day.

Testimony

I would like very much to share with you God's wondrous way of admitting me to this family.

On Tuesday evening, February 11th. I just "happened" to go to the Arts and Crafts Center here at Ft. Sill. (Only my second time in five months): Philip Burley and Joe Zupancic were not able to talk to some other boy that evening, with whom they had made an appointment, but whom Satan had led astray. So, by "coincidence", they "wandered" over to the A & C Center. I was just ready to leave the Center when Philip started a conversation with me, using a huge model airplane as a common base. Although I had already NEVER really seriously listened to another church's teaching, "something" inside told me, "What can you lose?" After Philip had given me enough to arouse my curiosity, he made an appointment with me for the next evening, telling me that Satan would do all in his power to keep me away. He re-emphasized this so much, in fact, that while I was crossing a lonely stretch of road that night or, my way home, I was looking left and right and in front of me for snakes, holes, etc. that Satan might be using to incapacitate me.

The next evening Philip told me about Satan's crime, and immediately I was enlightened to solve many a "mystery" of my previous Catholic belief. I was so astonished at the simplicity of this truth, because by this one known act, one could logically explain so many problems.

Then that Friday Philip and I took the bus to Dallas, Texas where we found Gordon Ross down with the flu and Peter Mancuso having a real tough time finding a job. That weekend, through Gordon's lecturing, I grew more in the Divine Principles, but not only by lecturing, but by the atmosphere in the house. I had a whole week to digest that first part of the Principles and upon returning the following weekend (these two-three-day passes on two consecutive weekends was Your work, Father) we finished the Divine Principles. Up to this time I had found it very easy to accept (so my brothers told me), but upon complete knowledge of God's new revelation, Satan really visit me. But through reading the book with Philip, I grew closer to Him and last weekend (He seems to work in weekends with me) during Gordon's and Peter's visit here to Okla. during those three days, He is me see much more clearly. For this, for all of this, I can not thank Him enough. He, through the suffering of Joe and Gordon, lecturing of Philip and Gordon, and the great example of Peter, led me to Himself.

O' Heavenly Father. I thank you out of the bottom of my heart! O' Lord and Leader, I thank you for your earth, for your victory over Satan, and for your establishment of God's Kingdom on earth. O' Mother, lead me in my everyday life that I may know our Heavenly Father and you, my true Parents, even more fully and that through this knowledge I may love and serve You Three eternally.
Dear Family:

Thank you for your letters. Regarding my manuscript, I will revise it again (part of it) after I return to you. Therefore, you’d better not make too many copies of it. Please make enough copies to go around and use them for 4 or 5 months. It will take a long time to complete the revision. There is nothing wrong with the manuscript, therefore, you can use it for a half year. I will only add some more to it.

Mr. Brooke and Ernie are doing very well. The whole church is greatly excited with Mr. Brooke. So many people have received about him. This morning he went to the Michael Seminary, which belongs to the Church of England, to speak. He will appear on television on the 19th at 6:30 P.M. and speak. He will also speak at Citizens Mall on the 22nd to an audience of over 2060. So please pray for him. He is very unusual in receptiveness and is growing fast.

As I requested in my last letter, so many Korean members want to buy our English copies. About 300 copies are needed. The members here say that our English copy is easier to understand than the Korean copy of The Divine Principle.

So many people want to see me privately that I have no time of my own. It is such a great joy to meet each one and hear them sharing what they have received about me. I miss you all very much. Love to all.

New Addresses: Gordon F. Ross & Peter Mancuso
115 N. Cisco, Apt. 3
Dallas, Texas 75246

Homer Fleming
215 West 2nd Street
P. O. Box 364
Bonner Springs, Kansas

More News from Korea